
Counting Down The Days Until Summer

Just about everyone - from school-aged children to full-grown adults -

counts down the days until the moment that Summer arrives.

For most of us, it's because we are excited for that time where we

know (at least for the most part!) that the weather won't backslide

into Spring temperatures, and we can enjoy a little bit more time

outside in our shorts and sunglasses.

But with the changing of the season, we're reminded that we also

need to check on our property and commit to the appropriate

ongoing care and maintenance. 

As the seasons change, the stress on your roof is constant. During

the summer months, the Texas heat will bear down on your roof.

Make sure your roofing materials are up for the challenge with a roof

inspection.

According to the calendar, you've got until June 21st - but in reality,

summer can unleash itself at any time. That's why you have to do it

now.

https://www.precisionroofcrafters.com/


 

Request Service

 

 

More Time In The Sun Means More Time Wearing Sunscreen

- National Sunscreen Day (sometimes called "Don't Fry Day") is on

May 28th. As you spend more time outdoors at the end of spring and

the beginning of summer, don't forget to apply that sunscreen.

 

 

Preparing Your Property For Summer

While most homeowners think about upgrading their grill or backyard

for the summer, you have to take care of your entire property - and

we can help with your roof. We've got some tips to make all parts of

your property summer-ready. 

https://www.precisionroofcrafters.com/contact-us.php


Roof Inspection To Make Sure Your Property Is Covered -

Only a professional roofer can assess your roofing materials

condition. If you can't remember the last time you got a roof

inspection, chances are that it has been too long.

Gutters To Keep Summer Rains Away From Your

Foundation - Your gutters protect your home's foundation from

damage by routing water away from your property - but they

can only do their job when they're well cared for. We can help

with gutter repair or replacement needs.

 

Precision Roof Crafters is here for all of your roofing system

needs. Contact us online or call us at (713) 799-8555.
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